Strategies for Spiritual Mastery
From JoyTech
What is the Strategies for Spiritual Mastery program from JoyTech?
The Strategies for Spiritual Mastery program, offered by JoyTech, is a series of learning sessions
focused on both information gathering and application. We discover, explore and experiment with a
diverse set of tools to unveil what works best for you.
This specialized coaching program is designed to take you through a series of customized
explorations to enhance and expand your own spiritual practice. Whether you are a novice at the
beginning of satisfying your curiosity about the territory of spirituality, or you are already a
master … at some level … of a particular spiritual or Wisdom discipline, this program can highlight
and enhance your existing skills and talents as well as giving you new perspectives, choices and
options for making your spiritual life even better.
What is the Source?
We are living in a unique time of human history when more and more teachers from many
disciplines and directions are available to us, and the ways in which these Wisdoms can be delivered
and shared are vast and varied. With the proper use of global communication, technology is serving
to widen our perceptions, direct our actions and enhance our lives. Something like World Didgeridoo
Day is now possible. The celebration was created so that circles all over the planet could participate
at sunset in their time zone, thereby creating a wave of sound and healing energy circumnavigating
the globe, traveling across Pacha Mama as one living, breathing assemblage of Love. Today, all
forms of experience are accessible from direct attendance to DVDs to downloads.
So rather than concentrating on one brand or flavor of spirituality or religious beliefs, this program
draws from a delectable cosmic soup of many essences, aromas and textures, customized to fit your
tastes. Or you might view it as a sampling from an eclectic mixture of principles, practices and
pleasures.
What are the Benefits I can Enjoy?
•

Feeling a deepening sense of Connection;

•

Seeing wider and broader views of what is Possible;

•

Hearing a greater attunement into your own Heart Song;

•

Knowing your Core or Essential Self;

•

Demonstrating more connection and commitment to your Spiritual Life; and

•

Enjoying a more powerful relationship with your own Inner Wisdom.

What will I Experience? Within the Spiritual Mastery program, our focus will be on:
 Natural Talents – By conducting a thorough inventory of your existing skills and talents, you can
recognize and appreciate your own unique expression of these natural gifts. You can also
notice in what contexts or environments your talents may not be reliably expressed or fully
utilized. Once identified, these areas of challenge can be successfully shifted into fields of
strength and flexibility.
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 Motivation Strategy – By discovering the specifics and structure of your motivation strategy, you
can notice how well it works, or where your strategy might be improved. When you play with
different models or choices, carving out new and more effective habits for staying on track, you
can maintain discipline in your daily or regular practices with Grace and Ease. A fully
functioning, reliable and efficient Motivation Strategy can assist you with wise food choices,
health and well-being, right livelihood and financial management, emotional intelligence, and
commitment to your own spiritual principles.
 Wisdom from Many Sources – By learning and applying models from a variety of spiritual,
cultural and energetic sources, or ‘Wisdom Schools ’, you can experience for yourself -- in
simple and practical ways -- which structures deepen and enhance your own Connection.
 Inner Wisdom Guide – By developing your awareness of … and connection with … your
own Inner Teacher or Guide, you can strengthen the relationship between your conscious,
waking self and your deeper … or perhaps higher …. realms of intuitive Wisdom. Tools
such as Building your Inner Sanctuary, Communing with Future Self, Assembling within
your Restoration Temple, or Embracing your Mentor are all exceptionally impactful ways
you can experience … more … more of what you do want.
What is Modeling and how does it apply to Spiritual Mastery?
Within the universe of NLP, there is a powerful set of strategic tools known as Modeling. Much of
NLP was created using these highly effective modeling tools to notice – keenly observing at a
structural level – how people who worked at high mastery or genius levels did what they did so well.
For example, John Grinder and Richard Bandler worked with Milton Erickson to uncover the deep
structure of his hypnotic language patterns and therapeutic metaphors, drawing out the small chunk,
How-To details. Through the revelation of the component parts, which contributed to the wholeness
or gestalt of his genius, John and Richard discovered a practical way for others to learn the steps to
mastery.
Through modeling of wisdom from many sources – NLP from basics to evolutionary, Q’ero and
Andean cosmology from Peru, the Huna teachings from Hawaii, and Native American storylines,
among others – JoyTech has woven an ever-changing tapestry of the filaments of Spiritual Mastery
into a richly, diverse set of tools and treasures.
How can I Play? You can choose to participate through any of the formats offered:
•
•
•
•

Scheduling one-on-one Spiritual Mastery sessions conducted in person [generally in central
Texas];
Setting Appointments for Phone or Skype sessions;
Hosting Group Presentations or Playshops developed for your community or organization; or
Participating in a distance learning option where you can follow a simple lesson plan, delivered
via e-mail, which leads you through some basic chapters of Self Discovery … approaching
Mastery.

Please … feel free to contact JoyTech and ask for more information or a request a Program Guide.

To schedule an individual NLP, VISIBLE WOMAN empowerment, or Spiritual Mastery session, by
phone or in person, or to set up a Ceremony Design consultation, please feel free to connect with
us at joytechconnect@yahoo.com, or visit us at www.joytechconnect.com.
Mahalo.
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